REFERENCE & RESEARCH SUPPORT

1510 Reference queries
141 Faculty research requests & projects
139 Student research consultations

PROMOTING FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP

Faculty Publications Pages
Law School Scholarship Repository
Law School Working Papers Series

91 books, chapters & articles added
564,050 downloads by 16,929 institutions in 121 countries
37 papers added

TEACHING

LAW 6851 Practice-Ready Legal Research
LAW 6867 Practice-Ready International Legal Research
LAW 6876 Digital Evidence
LAW 6716 Magna Carta and the Evolution of Anglo-American Law

1L LEGAL RESEARCH Legal Research and Writing Program
TECHNOLOGY TUESDAYS Weekly Technology Instruction
38 ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL SESSIONS & TOURS

ACCESS TO MATERIALS

4800 Books checked out at the circulation desk
940 Items supplied by ASAP Document Delivery service
969 Journals routed to faculty
528 Items borrowed through interlibrary loan
12,813 Print and digital titles added to the collection

RARE BOOKS & SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
Riesenberg Center Exhibits & Events

WOMEN IN THE LAW
Special collections exhibit at the Diana E. Murphy U.S. Courthouse

CONSTITUTION DAY
Constitution Day celebration

TREASURES OF THE RIESENBERG CENTER
Rare books spring exhibit and reception

RARE BOOKS OPEN HOUSE
Monthly open house for students

EXHIBIT OPEN HOUSES
Fall exhibit open houses

WINTER STUDY BREAK
Coffee and donut study break for students

LAW SCHOOL COMMUNITY BUILDING

Welcome (back) from the Law Library
September

Life Balance in the Law Library
November

Valentine's Day
February

July
Bar Prep Study Break

October
Technology Tips, Tricks & Treats

December
Finals Coffee and Snack Breaks

April
Baseball Event Online